Create an origami phone stand

Follow along with step-by-step video instructions at go.ncsu.edu/phone-stand

1. Flip paper over to the side with no wolf head. Fold down the center line.

2. Bring bottom left and right corners to center line, then unfold.

3. Fold top left and right corners to center line.

4. Keeping top corners folded, bring bottom left and right corners up to the red line.

5. Unfold both top corners; bring bottom corners up into the fold.

6. On left and right sides, fold along lines shown below, starting where lines intersect and moving upward.

7. Fold bottom corners up to meet the same center point.

8. Turn paper over. Fold bottom tip up to the line shown below.

9. Bring top left and right corners down.

10. The horizontal creases of the two sides should be aligned, each side tucked into the opposite corner.

11. Flip the whole paper upside down, pressing the two aligned edges upward, creating a tip.

12. Flip so the point is up, and sharpen the creases. You can place the phone on the stand vertically or horizontally.

Your page should look like this.

Fold everything beyond the aligned edges down and tuck inside.